
 
 

 

 

Tip: Documenting the Search Process 
 
Systematic Tracking 
 
Systematic tracking of the committee’s interaction with applicants is not only helpful to the committee 
during the search, but the resulting records may be useful in the future. The following list represent 
suggestions by the University of Michigan ADVANCE Program, for documenting the search process.   
 

• Develop a standard form that summarizes each candidate’s progress during the search process 
(e.g., nominated, applied, reviewed, failed to meet minimum qualifications, shortlisted, 
interviewed, eliminated, etc.)  

 
• Create a physical and/or electronic file for each candidate who meets the objective criteria 

established by the committee to hold their materials, recommendations, interview notes, and 
records of communications.  

 
• Provide a secure location for files to ensure confidentiality throughout the search, such as a 

password-protected website to track candidates, their status, and associated materials. 
 

• Maintain official minutes of search committee meetings. These can be brief, but they should 
document general criteria established by the committee and their decision making process. 

 
• Keep copies of letters and advertisements, especially those efforts made to recruit women and 

underrepresented minority candidates. 
 

• Ensure consistency of evaluations, interviews, and reference checks by developing standard 
forms and standard questions for these activities.  

 
• Ensure that documentation provides rationales for search committee decisions and 

recommendations. This can be as extensive as notes to the candidate files, or as brief as a line in 
committee minutes (e.g., “The committee decided to limit interviews to those candidates having 
more than ten years of teaching experience”). Notes should indicate specific job-related reasons 
for selection or non-selection 
 

Document the Search Committee Process 

Documenting the search committee process is beneficial for evaluating the outcomes of the search.  

• If the department hires a strong woman and/or minority candidate, consider the factors that may 
have enabled it to do so and keep a record of good practices and successful searches for future 
reference. 

• If the applicant pool was not as large, as qualified, or as diverse as was anticipated, consider: 
o Could the job description have been constructed in a way that would have brought in a 

broader pool of candidates? 
o Could the department have recruited more actively? 
o Were there criteria for this position that were consistently not met by women or 

candidates of color? Where they relevant to the job description? 
• If women and/or minority candidates were offered positions they chose not to accept, what 

reasons did they offer? Consider as many factors as you can identify.  



 
 

o Are there things that the department could do to make itself more attractive to such 
candidates in the future?  
 
 

o Be sure that any analysis and insight is shared with departmental decision-makers and is 
part of the process of initiating future searches.  

Source: University of Michigan, Office of the Provost. (2016, April). Academic affairs faculty hiring manual. 
 Retrieved from, http://advance.umich.edu/resources/handbook.pdf. 

 

Documenting the search for compliance reasons. 

• To comply with federal requirements, all records pertaining to the recruitment process (i.e., 
application materials, search committee notes, summaries of telephone interviews, interview 
questions and responses, candidate itineraries, evaluation forms, reference checks, etc.) must be 
collected by the Search Committee Chair from the Search Committee members and returned to 
the hiring department. 

• All recruitment documents must be maintained by the hiring department for a minimum of three 
(3) years from the effective date of appointment or when the search was closed, if not filled. 
During this period, such documentation is subject to review and audit by university, federal and 
state officials. 

Source: Virginia Commonwealth University. (). VCU faculty search process guidelines. Retrieved from, 
 https://provost.vcu.edu/media/provostdevelopment/media/FacultySearchguidelinesSep2017.pdf 


